Review from the customer #7652 - Essay writing help
When I needed to write my essay for school I didn't have a ton of time
because I work after school and till really one time, and I didn't want to write
my essay all through the night I had a serious problem and I needed to find
a good solution. Earlier I heard about all these custom writing services and,
I was just looking more into it. I decided to do some research on the
Internet and see what all I could find. When I was searching, I paid a lot of
attention to the most important things, those are things like the reliability of
the company because you want get it on time and make sure that it's
authentic; as well as experience. So, I visited some websites and read all
about the reviews, I checked the client feedback thoroughly and I was
really just investigating the company's terms and conditions to understand
how it all works because it varies by company to company. After my
research I eventually chose the-Essays.com because I really liked their
website interface, everything was clean and simple to use. I contacted the
customer support team and they answered all my questions and I was just
really satisfied to get such a full reply so fast, and it was actually my first
custom writing order on-line, and I was just pleasantly surprised, especially,
when they offered me a 20% discount as a new client. A great thing is the
ability to give your input directly during the writing process, so this helped a
lot because I explained how I wanter my future nyu essay prompts to be
and what all the requirements were for school to pass the class. And both
the support team and the writers are a hundred percent professionals and,
on top of that, they are Americans so I expected my work to be really great,
and it was. When I received my essay it went beyond my expectations.
Besides, it was checked for plagiarism and the company kept their promise
and kept it 100% unique so, my essay was sent to me directly within a
couple of days, I would say I got it before the deadline. And, of course, I got
the highest grade and I was just pleasantly surprised and really pleased
So, for anybody out there watching this I really recommend
the-Essays.com to all my friends because they're a highly professional and
excellent company. I'll definitely be looking forward to keeping in contact
with them and having them write more of my essays.

